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Atlanta Technology, IT virtualisation and corporate cloud computing specialist, today announced it has
been awarded Microsoft Gold Certified Partner status. In order to obtain this accolade Atlanta achieved
the Hosted Solutions Competency, which involved demonstrating expertise, experience and commitment in
implementing technology solutions to match a business’ exact needs. A series of detailed client
testimonials were submitted, in addition to the team undertaking examinations to illustrate Atlanta’s
ability in deploying Microsoft SPLA licensing.
Becoming an elite business partner of Microsoft involves a number of specific requirements, of which the
ability to demonstrate knowledge in the chosen Competency. The best way for Atlanta to illustrate this
was to profile the hosted services it is currently providing to a broad range of businesses across
varying sectors, including financial services, social housing and professional services.
Simon Kelson, managing director, Atlanta Technology said: “We are extremely proud to become a Microsoft
Gold Partner; it is an excellent achievement and demonstrates our knowledge, skill and commitment to
delivering professional hosted and corporate cloud services to businesses of all sizes. Not only that, a
key requirement towards achieving the accreditation was to provide examples of our work in action. The
client testimonials offered a clear breakdown of not only how we work with customers, but gave a true
insight into the business benefits and cost savings they reap as a result.”
All Microsoft partners must have at least one of Microsoft’s 13 Competencies, all of which are renewed
annually to ensure they are fully up to date with the latest information, skills and innovation in their
chosen area.
To find out more about Atlanta Technology, visit http://www.atlantatechnology.co.uk or telephone: 020
7692 7000.
Ends
Notes to Editors:
High resolution images of Simon Kelson are available on request.
About Atlanta Technology:
In 1996, the founders of Atlanta Technology began to build their business vision for managed services.
Atlanta is a new breed of customer-focused IT Partner that combines high levels of technical expertise
with an in-depth understanding of customer needs. Today Atlanta is a trusted IT partner offering
strategic advice and scalable, cost-effective IT solutions to customers in small business and the small
to medium enterprise. Atlanta has developed a compelling remote services offer that removes the burden of
managing expensive in-house IT resources, allowing customers to focus on core business issues. The key
competencies include: Corporate Cloud Computing; Hosted Disaster Recovery Services; Hosted Servers; and
self-hosted Server & Storage Virtualisation. http://www.atlantatechnology.co.uk.
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